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Abstract—The article discusses essential for systems adaptation issues. The investigation objectives are to analyse and compare abilities for self-regulation and adaptation of heuristic algorithm called Free Search. It is evaluated with hard constraint test problem. Experimental results are compared with collection of published in the literature solutions achieved by other methods. 
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I.	 Introduction
The dilemma whether adaptive intelligent system exists can be classified as a research challenge for modern Computer Science [6]. For development of adaptive search algorithms, it is a natural idea to try to improve the process of search, for example by modifying the values of strategy parameters during the run of the algorithm. It is possible to do this by using heuristic rules, by taking feedback from the current state of the search, or by employing some self-adaptive methods [18]. A so-called Free Search (FS) algorithm attempts to perform adaptation similar to this in natural systems [15]. 
Free Search can be classified as heuristic method based on trials and errors rather than comprehensive theory. It can be likened to the heuristic behaviour of variety of animals in nature, where they day by day explore surrounding environment trying to find some favourable conditions. During this process they learn via trial and error and refine their behaviour accordingly. 
FS is population based and its individuals are called animals by analogy with real animals in nature. In pursuing the objective of the algorithm each individual generates and examines its action with own extent of uncertainty, taking into account search space limits, constraints, and acquired from previous generations knowledge. Similar to Incremental Learning algorithms [1] Free Search learns and utilises learned during the process of search [15]. 
The population generated by FS can be considered as a team of individuals, which exchange knowledge and experience. FS performs self-regulation and adaptation to the search space by use of variables called sense, and pheromone. Based on relationship between sense, pheromone and action FS implements a model of learning, decision-making and action analogous perhaps to the processes of perception, learning and thinking in biological systems. [15]
Free Search demonstrates good capabilities to cope with heterogeneous problems and to return optimal solutions from variety of search spaces (including unknown) without the need for algorithms parameters re-tuning [14]. 
II.	Free Search model for adaptation 
A specific original peculiarity of Free Search, which has no analogue in other Population-based Algorithms [2][3][4][16], is variable called sense. It can be described as a quantitative indicator of sensibility to particular search objectives. The sensibility varies between minimal and maximal values, which correspond to minimal and maximal values of the variable sense. The algorithm tunes sensibility during the process of search as function of explored problem. The same algorithm performs different regulations during exploration of different problems. This is considered to be a model of adaptation [15]. 
Presence of variable sense distinguishes individuals from solutions. Animals (or individuals) in Free Search are understood as search agents differentiated from the explored solutions and detached from the problems’ search space. Solutions in FS are locations from continuous space marked with pheromone. 
An individual in FS can be described as an entity, which can move and can evaluate (against particular criteria) locations from given search space and then it can indicate their quality. 
The indicators can be interpreted, also, as a record from previous activities. A variable, which indicates locations’ quality, is called pheromone by analogy with the indicators used by animals in nature. An individual can identify pheromone marks from previous activities and can use them to decide where to move. 
The variable sense when considered in conjunction with the pheromone marks can be interpreted as personal knowledge, which the individual uses to decide where to move. From other point of view variable sense when related with variable pheromone plays a role of a tool for regulation of divergence and convergence within the search process and a tool for guiding the exploration [15]. 
Individual relation between sensibility and pheromone distributions affects decision-making policy of the whole population.






Figure 1. Uniform sensibility
In Figure 1 (and in following Figures 2 and 3) left side represents distribution of the variable sense within sensibility frame and across the animals from the population. Right side represents distribution of the pheromone marks within the pheromone frame and across the locations marked from previous generation. 
In case of uniformly distributed sensibility and pheromone (Figure 1), individuals with low level of sensibility can select for start position any location marked with pheromone. 
Individuals with high sensibility can select for start position locations marked with high level of pheromone and will ignore locations marked with low level of pheromone. It is assumed that during a stochastic process within a stochastic environment any deviation could lead to non-uniform changes of the process. 
The achieved results play role of deviator. 







Figure 2. Enhanced sensibility
External adding of a constant or a variable to the sensibility of each animal could make forced sensibility enhancement. Individuals with enhanced sensibility will select and can differentiate more precisely locations marked with high level of pheromone and will ignore these indicated with lower level (Figure 3). 







Figure 3. Reduced sensibility
Sensibility across all individuals varies. Different individuals can have different sensibility. It also varies during the optimisation process, and one individual can have different sensibility for different explorations.
Adaptive self-regulation of sense, action, and pheromone marks is organised as follows. An achievement of better solutions increases the knowledge of the population for best possible solution. This knowledge clarifies pheromone and sensibility frames, which can be interpreted as an abstract approach for learning and sensibility can be described as high-level abstract knowledge about the explored space. This knowledge is acquired from the achieved and assessed result only. 
The individuals do not memorise any data or low-level information, which consume computational resources. Sensibility can be interpreted as implicit knowledge about the quality of the search space and in the same time creates abilities to recognise further, higher or lower quality locations. Better achievements and higher level of distributed pheromone refines and enhance sensibility. A higher sensibility does not restrict or does not limit abilities for movement. It implicitly regulates the action of the individuals in terms of selection of a start location for exploration [15]. A learning new knowledge does not change individual abilities for movement. Animals continue to do small or large steps according to the modification strategy (By analogy with nature elephants will not do small ants size steps and vice versa). However, enhanced sensibility changes their behaviour. They give less attention to locations, which bring low quality results. They can be attracted with high probability from locations with better quality.
Initial evaluation [14] and then extended evaluation [15] on classical test suggests good stable performance across heterogeneous problems. However classical tests usually have well known optimal solutions. 
III.	Adaptation to unknown space 
In order to avoid any doubts whether Free Search can perform adaptation to unknown space and whether it requires prior knowledge a problem with unknown optimum was necessary. Therefore a hard, non-discrete, non-linear and constrained test problem published in the literature [9][11] is used. 
The originally proposed in [9] test problem is: 
Maximise: 
	
subject to:                                           (1)	
and                                                 (2) 	
for: 0 < xi < 10,   and    i=1,…,n, start from xi  = 5,   i =1, …,n, where xi  are the variables (expressed in radians) and n is the number of dimensions [10]. 
It is generalised for multidimensional continuous search space. It has many peaks. It is very hard for most optimisation methods to cope with because its optimal value is defined by presence of constraint boundary formulated as a variables product (inequality 1) and because of initial condition - start from xi = 5. Start from the middle of the search space excludes from initial population locations, which could be accidentally near to the unknown optimal value. 

















Figure 4. Keane test function two dimensional view    
The optimum is unknown. The best-achieved solutions are published in the literature. This test is a complex criterion for the ability of the optimisation method to cope with unknown, multi-modal, constrained task, similar to real-world optimisation problems. 
IV.	Comparative analysis 
For earlier experiments reported in the literature the optimisation problem is implemented for 20 and 50 dimensions.  Achieved by Genetic Algorithm results are 0.76 for both n = 20 limited to 20000 iterations and n = 50 limited to 50000 iterations; and 0.65 for 5000 and 12000 iterations respectively [9].
Other earlier publication, which introduces specific operators for search near boundaries and transforms original condition “start from centre” to “start from random locations” reports: - 0.80 for n = 20 limited to 4000 with population size 30. The best found is 0.803553. For n = 50 limited to 30000 iterations the best found value is 0.8331937 [17]. 
Perhaps the most comprehensive exploration of this test problem demonstrates how by use of Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Modelling Algorithm on distributed MIMD computational system can be discovered required knowledge for various numbers of dimensions from 2 to 50 and publishes the best-achieved results respectively [8]. Although no sufficient information about computational cost, population size and iterations number, these results can be used for comparison with other methods therefore they are entirely cited in Table I. In addition by using Runge-Kutta method a best value for 1000000 dimensions is predicted to be 0.849730 [8].
TABLE I. 	Best values achieved by Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithm – citation from [8]





















All cited results above provide maximal values without corresponding variables and cannot be verified. 
For comparison earlier achieved by FS results are: 
n = 20, fmax20 = 0.80361832569 and 
n = 50, fmax50 = 0.83526232992710514. 
A confidence in FS ability to reach better results encourages publication of the corresponding variables. They can be found in [13].
Then another publication [5] presents solutions achieved by modified Differential Evolution:
n = 20, fmax20 = 0.80361910412558857 and 
n = 50, fmax50 = 0.83526234835804869, including corresponding variables. They are followed by conclusion: “I verified these solutions by a gradient method (MATLAB). Starting from these points the local searcher could not find a better solution. In fact, 64bit encoding provides numerical validity for tolerance more than or equal to 1.0e-16. So, my solutions can be considered as the global optima.” [5 page 142]  
These results give Free Search a chance to confirm its ability for start from a single location and achieved results are: 
n = 20, fmax20 = 0.80361910412558879 
constraint is p20 = 0.75000000000000076 > 0.75
n = 50, fmax50 = 0.83526234835811175 
constraint is p50 = 0.75000000000000144 > 0.75.
Together with corresponding variables they are published in [15] and can be verified. These results exceed published best solutions achieved by improved version of DE and require reconsiderations of the assumptions and conclusions about the global maxima of this function, cited above. 
Rigorous investigation on various dimensions from n = 2 to n = 50 confirms the results from n = 2 to n = 27 in Table 1. However from n = 28 to n = 50 Free Search reaches different results.
For example after 320 runs with population size 10 individuals and start from xi  = 5, limited to 50000 iterations FS achieves for n = 28 f28 = 0.817228, constraint is p28 = =0.75010348812072747. In Table II corresponding variables are presented for verification.
















On single core single thread Intel processor at 4.3 GHz this experiment takes about 20 minutes. Optimisation process in FS in organised in explorations with 5 steps per individual, so that 50000 iterations correspond to 10000 explorations. Therefore evaluations and assessments of these locations are much less than in conventional iterations [15]. 
Detailed analysis of computational cost could be a subject of further publications. In order to refine initial results to better precision, additional multi-start experiments from best-achieved locations have been made. Achieved results different from Table 1 are:
n = 28, fmax28 = 0.81852140091357606
constraint is p28 = 0.750003706880362 > 0.75
n = 29, fmax29 = 0.81973931385618481
constraint is p29 = 0.75000009598193296 > 0.75
n = 33, fmax33 = 0.82519820563520652
constraint is p33 = 0.75001891510962826 > 0.75
n = 40, fmax40 = 0.83101104092886091
constraint is p40 = 0.75000002707051705  > 0.75
n = 43, fmax43 = 0.83226645247409203
constraint is p43 = 0.75000000097094244> 0.75
n = 48, fmax48 = 0.83455172285394108  
constraint is p48 = 0.75000000020088442 > 0.75
n = 49, fmax49 = 0.83485653417902916
constraint is p49 = 0.75000009159705938 > 0.75
For n = 50 FS also has different solution shown above. Let’s clarify that these are currently best solutions but they are not the best possible solutions. 
As far as solution for n = 49 highly differs from Table I corresponding variables are presented in Table III and can be verified. 



























In descending order these variables produce: 
fmax49 = 0.8351028653158 and after another run FS adds more precision: fmax49 = 0.8351568574438.
 These results suggest that Free Search outperforms Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithm [8]. In order to examine computational abilities of modern hardware tests above 100 dimensions can be used [15]. 
Fmax100 = 0.84568545609618284 is the best achieved by FS result for 100 dimensions, constraint is p100 = 0.75000000000001477.  
A result achieved by FS for 200 dimensions Fmax200 = 0.850136 and p200 = 0.750000585348 requires reconsideration of the assumptions and predictions about maximum for 1 000 000 dimensions cited above [xe "Jiandong"8]. xe "Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy" Very likely these current results will be improved, even so, will be a challenge to see variables, which generate better solutions.
An earlier investigation for convergence speed measurement made two series of 640 experiments each for n = 50. [15] The termination criterion is complex, satisfaction of an optimal value or expiration of a certain number of iterations. 
For the first series the criterion is reaching optimal value fcrtr = 0.8 or expiration of 50000 iterations. The minimal number of iterations gmin and the average number of iterations gav, used to reach fcrtr = 0.8 are measured. 
The average value is calculated from the sum of iterations used to reach optimisation criterion, divided by number of experiments. In case of expiration of iteration limit, the limit value is used for calculations. For the second series the criterion is satisfaction of a higher optimal value fcrtr = 0.83 or expiration of 50000 iterations. The minimal number of iterations gmin used to reach fcrtr = 0.83 is measured. For these experiments the population is 10 individuals, starting from xi = 5, i = 1, …n, neighbouring space varies from 0.1 to 2.1 with step 0.1. [15]
TABLE IV. 	xe "Convergence speed"Convergence speed 50 dimensions 
start from xi = 5, i = 1,..,n - citation from [15].




How does the new concept reflect on performance?  Free Search outperforms other methods discussed in the literature [5][8][9][10][11][12][17]. 
How the new concept affects the search process and individuals within the population? The animals own sensory perception creates an element of individualism. This individualism supports personal and then social creativity within the population. One individual in FS can escape easily, from unessential stereotypes, expired acceptances and hypotheses, than the whole population in other methods [15]. 
In particular, the experiments with a start from best local solution, illustrate how animals can escape easily from trapping in local optima. The results suggest that modelling of individual adaptive intelligence contributes to a better search performance. The individuals in FS can adapt their own behaviour flexibly during the optimisation process for global exploration, local search or search near to the constraints edge. Presented results demonstrate, also, that individual abilities for adaptation enhance effectiveness. 
The success of this approach is based on the appropriate regulation of probability for access to any location within the search space. It is based on the assumptions: Uncertainty another uncertainty can cope with. Infinity another infinity can cope with. Difference between discrete finite space and continuous space can be classified as qualitative rather than quantitative. Therefore continuous infinite interpretation of the search space allows Free Search to operate with arbitrary precision (in other words with arbitrary granularity). This is accepted as compulsory condition for successful adaptation. Any limits including current knowledge (for example about best solution) if restrict behaviour and decision making then could constraint adaptation. 
V.	Conclusion
In summary presented results confirm Free Search capability to negotiate hard constrained task with unknown optimum and illustrate adaptation to unknown space. Capability for adaptation within multidimensional search space can contribute to the multidimensional space study and to a better understanding of real space.  
Presented results can be valuable, also, for comparison with and assessment of other methods. The question which level of adaptation - to unknown or - to changeable space is harder could be a subject of further investigation by evaluation of other unknown and changeable test problems. 
For further work and study, Free Search could be applied to hard, unknown or time dependent real-world applications where data, space, information, conditions and objectives vary over time such as e-business and e-market [8]. 
The article contributes, also, to the discussion in the literature [6] whether adaptive intelligent system could exist.
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